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PRAGUE, THE MOTHER
OF CITIES…

Motif with spouts
(P. Parléř, 2nd half on the 14th century)

The largest and most populated city
in the Czech Republic is located directly
in the centre of Bohemia. Its extraordinary
location on the banks of the Vltava River
and its unprecedented concentration of
architectural and artistic monuments rightfully places it among the most beautiful cities in the world.
The city’s documented history begins
in the 9th century. In around 880, the
Přemyslid prince Bořivoj and his son
Spytihněv I founded the foundations of the
future Prague Castle on a rock promontory
above the river. It was from here that the
Přemyslid ruling dynasty gradually created
an administrative centre for the emerging
Czech nation. Its increasing power grew
hand in hand with the importance of the
settlement below the castle, and the gradual arrival of merchants and craftsmen begin
to transform it into a prosperous medieval
began city.
Prague experienced its period of greatest development during the reign of the
Luxembourg ruler Charles IV (1316–1378).
He raised the city’s status to an imperial
residence, expanded its boundaries, and increased its overall importance. The establishment of the first university north of the
Alps made Prague, already a political focal
point of Europe, a centre of education as well.
The first attempts at unifying the individual
townships of Prague came in the sixteenth
century and finally culminated in a single administrative unit by the end of the 18th century. In 1918, Prague became the capital of
the newly established independent Czechoslovakia, and in 1922, the outlying quarters
and suburbs were associated to form the new
“Great Prague” which has roughly the same
size and population of Prague today.
During the Second World War, Prague
was lucky to experience only a minimal
amount of damage – first during the Allied
bombings in February of 1945, then during
the Prague uprising at the very end of the

The great seal of the city of Prague, in its
present form since 21 March 1991

war three months later. Even the socialist
era of the latter 20th century did not leave
significant architectural blemishes (with
a few exceptions). Tourists and visitors
today can admire Prague in its nearly untouched form from a time when “her glory
touched the stars…”
▪

Did you know
that…

Charles IV, the king of Bohemia and Germany and Roman Emperor, was declared the
“Greatest Czech in History” in a Czech
Television poll in 2005.
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GUIDED TOURS AND EXHIBITIONS
After the purchase of a ticket, you can take the following tours. Tickets are valid for two days.
• Prague Castle – Tour A
St. Vitus Cathedral, Old Royal Palace, St. George‘s Basilica, the Story of the Prague Castle Exhibition,
Golden Lane, Powder Tower, Rosenberg Palace
• Prague Castle – Tour B
St. Vitus Cathedral, Old Royal Palace, St. George‘s Basilica, Golden Lane
• Prague Castle – Tour C
Crown Jewels, Prague Castle Picture Gallery
• Individually accessible – the Story of the Prague Castle Exhibition • Powder Tower
• Great St. Vitus Cathedral South Tower (lookout tower) • Crown Jewels • Prague Castle Picture Gallery
All buildings except the towers have wheelchair access.
Tour of the Castle is available with a professional guide. It takes approx. 1 hour. Offered in the
following languages: Czech, English, German, French, Italian, Spanish and Russian.

OPENING TIMES
Castle complex – daily
Historical buildings in the Castle complex - daily*

1. 4 – 31. 10
6:00 – 22:00
9:00 – 17:00

1. 11 – 31. 3
6:00 – 22:00
9:00 – 16:00

Prague Castle Gardens

10:00 – 18:00

not accessible

* except 24. 12.

www.hrad.cz

II. courtyard
Spanish Hall
Cathedral of St. Vitus
Old Provost
Old Royal Palace

PRAGUE CASTLE
Founded by the ruling Přemyslid family in
the second half of the 9th century. It served
administrative purposes as well as protecting
the market settlements along the Vltava River. The original fortified settlement with log
structures and dirt mounds gradually became
a Romanesque castle whose importance and
size grew with the increasing power of the
Přemyslids (Czechs). Further developments
took place especially during the rule of Přemysl Otakar II, when new fortifications and
a Gothic palace were built. The real period of
growth of the royal residence began with the
rule of Charles IV, when the builders Matthias of Arras and Peter Parler began building
the new grandiose cathedral. The castle was
abandoned and fell into disrepair during the
Hussite Wars. At the end of the 15th century it was chosen by the Jagiellonians for
their residence, who had the famous Vladislav
Hall built, among others. Ferdinand I made
significant changes to the castle‘s appearance in the middle 16th century with the

III. courtyard

IV. courtyard

Theresian Wing
St. George‘s Basilica
St. George‘s Convent
Lobkowicz Palace

Summer Palace

Golden Lane
Dalibor Tower
Black Tower

construction of the elegant Renaissance
Queen Anne‘s Summer Palace. A large
part of the castle was reconstructed in Baroque style during the rule of Maria Theresa
(1740 -1780), and Prague Castle gained its
definitive appearance with the completion of
St. Vitus Cathedral in 1873–1929.

PRAGUE CASTLE
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about 3 hours

Getting there: tram – Pražský hrad,
Pohořelec, Malostranské náměstí; metro – Malostranská, Hradčanská
Our journey starts out from Prague Castle, a symbol of Czech statehood and our
most important national cultural monument. Before passing through the Gate of
the Giants from 1776 onto the first castle
courtyard, let’s enjoy one of the most beautiful panoramas in Prague – a view from the
castle ramparts down to the city below us.
From here, you can fully understand why
Prague is known as the “city of a thousand spires”, even, paradoxically, because
of its modern construction, especially the
Žižkov TV tower from 1992, striking its permanent imprint on the Prague skyline.
In the first castle courtyard, we’re welcomed by the facade of the New Palace,
a monumental classicist building dating
from 1762-1768. We pass under the solemn
Matthias Gate from 1614, named after

Emperor Matthias I, to find ourselves on the
second courtyard.
Continue to the next, third courtyard,
to find yourself before the most precious
building of the Prague Castle, the imposing
Gothic cathedral of Sts. Vitus, Wenceslas,
and Adalbert. This is the spiritual center of
the Czech nation, where 26 Bohemian kings
were crowned as well as other important
events that took place throughout history. Several Czech rulers, as well as saints,
nobles, and archbishops have found their
final resting place in the cathedral’s tombs.
The cathedral also holds the Czech crown
jewels.
To the right, seen from further back in
the courtyard, we can admire the complex
buttress system of the cathedral‘s choir
as well as Parler‘s Golden Gate with its famous mosaic of the Last Judgment (behind
which is the Crown Chamber) at the foot of
the mighty southern Great Tower (height
96.5 m). Located above the mosaic, you’ll
see the largest window of the cathedral
with its rich decorations.
(p. 10)

Did you know
that…

There were major problems with the installation of the obelisk on the 3rd courtyard? The
obelisk was successfully taken from a single
piece of granite at the Mrákotín quarry near
the town of Telč, but it broke during transport
to Prague. The second monolith, all 112 tons
of it, managed to make it to its location, but it
broke again during erection. Luckily, it broke
near the tip, so it could be “simply” shortened
a little. The unsuccessful transport of the first
obelisk from Mrákotín to Prague, though, had
a sad ending. The officer who was responsible
for the transport was so disheartened by his
failure that he supposedly committed suicide
later…

9

That after Prague Castle, the crown jewels
are national cultural property No. 2? Their
historical and symbolic value is immeasurable
in monetary terms. They are stored in the
Crown Jewels Chamber of the cathedral, in
the most inaccessible and most highly secured
and guarded location of the entire castle,
perhaps in the entire country. The doors to the
chamber and armoured doors of the safe are
secured with seven locks that are opened by
seven different keys. To open the chamber,
the President of the Republic, the Prague
Archbishop, the Dean of the Metropolitan
Chapter of St. Vitus Cathedral, the Prime
Minister, the Chairman of the House of Deputies,
the Chairman of the Senate, and the Lord
Mayor of Prague must all convene at the same
moment. Normally, the public may view the
Crown Jewels only once every five years during
important state events. You can see a faithful
replica of the St. Wenceslas Crown in the
exposition “The Story of Prague Castle”.
6

The Cathedral of St. Vitus, Wenceslas, and
Adalbert is the most important and the largest
of all churches in Prague. It stands on the site
where two churches consecrated to St. Vitus used
to stand long ago (you can see their foundations
today at the base of the cathedral). In the beginning
of the 10th century, Prince Wenceslas had a rotunda
built here which was later replaced by a basilica.
Construction on the Gothic cathedral began with
Charles IV in 1344 when the Prague bishopric
was raised to an archbishopric. The first architect
of the church was Matthias of Arras, replaced
in 1356 by Peter Parler. These two architects
managed to build the cathedral‘s choir with
chapels, the Golden Gate, St. Wenceslas Chapel
(consecrated in 1367), and started the construction
of the great tower. Some rulers attempted to
continue with the cathedral‘s construction in later
years, but the building basically remained a torso.
Even though the arcade walkway around the great
tower was built in 1554, the tower was completed
in 1770 with a Baroque spire. It wasn‘t until
the end of the 19th and beginning of the 20th
centuries (1873–1929) that the western part
of the church nave was completed and two 80
meter high pseudo-Gothic towers were built on.
The completion of the cathedral in 1929
took place on the occasion of the anniversary of
1000 years since the assassination
of St. Wenceslas (probably 907
to 28. 9. 929 or 935).

10
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VLADISLAV HALL
This is a ceremonial and representative hall situated in the Old Royal Palace in the medieval part of
Prague Castle. It was formed in 1490–1502 by merging three smaller halls from the time of Charles IV
and is 62 by 16 meters large and 13 meters high. The hall boasts five sections of bold ringed vaulting and is fitted with rectangular Renaissance windows that look out onto the 3rd castle courtyard. It
was commissioned by King Vladislaus Jagiellon (1456–1516) and built by architect Benedikt Ried.
The hall is an outstanding example of late Bohemian Gothic style, also known as Vladislav Gothic.
It used to serve for coronation banquets for the Bohemian rulers and since 1918 has been used for the
most important state events, primarily the election of the President of the Republic and bestowing
state decorations. Vladislav Hall is adjacent to the Old Diet and the All Saints‘ Church.

ST. GEORGE‘S BASILICA
This is a three-naved church, founded by Prince Vratislav I (father of St. Wenceslas) in the year 921. It
has retained most of its original Romanesque appearance up to the present. It was slightly reconstructed
in 1142 after the great fire of Prague Castle, when the basilica completely burned out. A much younger
element of the church is its Baroque facade from the end of the 17th century and the Chapel of St. John of
Nepomuk, added in the first half of the 18th century. The Chapel of St. Ludmila from the beginning
of the 12th century is of Romanesque origin. Two simple squared towers with pyramidal stone spires are
both 41 meters tall. The more observant visitor will notice that the southern tower is slightly wider, while
its northern “twin” is tilted about half a meter. The basilica is the final resting place for several Přemyslid
rulers as well as the grandmother of Prince Wenceslas, St. Ludmila (860–921).

Not to be overlooked, the 15.5-meter-high
granite obelisk from 1928 also embellishes
the third courtyard, designed by architect
Josip Plečnik to mark the 10th anniversary of the establishment of independent
Czechoslovakia.
We’ll continue further around the Old
Royal Palace, whose windows marked
the arrival of the Renaissance in Bohemia.

monastery. Behind and above it, the two
whitish opaque towers that belong to the
Romanesque Basilica of St. George [10]
come from the middle of the 12th century.
At the end of the cluster of monastery
buildings, on the left in Jiřská street, don’t
forget to take a peek (if you don’t want to
pay the entrance fee) down the picturesque
Golden Lane [14]. Entrance is free after
the closing time, but there are no tours of
the houses.
If we continue a bit further, we eventually come to the eastern gate of the castle
grounds. The terrace behind it offers beautiful views of the Old Town, the Lesser Town
and the Gardens below the Castle. This is
also a good place to relax and have a seat on
the benches in what they say is the oldest
vineyard in Bohemia – the St. Wenceslas
vineyard between Klárov and the Old Castle Steps.

The palace is accessible as part of a paid
tour that features the impressive and representative Vladislav Hall, the Vladislav
Bedroom, the Old Chamber House, the room
of the New Land Tables, and a look into the
All Saints Church.
We soon arrive at St. George‘s Square.
The side that faces the cathedral is the
Baroque facade of the former Benedictine

14

Golden Lane
Golden Lane was built at the end of the 16th century
thanks to Emperor Rudolf II, who permitted the
castle archers to build small dwellings in the arches
of the fortification walls. In later years, it was the
extremely poor who inhabited this little corner of
the Castle. The area served as residences until 1953,
when the office of the president bought the homes
along the street and had the entire area repaired, thus
creating this now very popular tourist destination.
The coloured facades of the homes are the work
of the favourite Czech animated film maker and
designer Jiří Trnka (1912–1969).

11
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We return to the square and come to
stand in front of the basilica. This time,
we go around the Cathedral to the right,
around the former restaurant Vikárka and
walk back to the second courtyard. We
leave this courtyard to the right through
the north gate, around the Prague Castle
Picture Gallery. This gallery houses the
oldest collection of fine arts in Bohemia.
It presents more than a hundred rare European paintings from the 15th to the 18th
centuries, including the works of Peter Paul
Ruben and Tizian. Most of the paintings
come from the extensive collections of Emperor Rudolph II.
Past the Powder Bridge and over the Deer
Moat, we head to the Prague Castle Riding
School. At the end of the 1940’s, the interiors of this 1694 Baroque building were converted into a gallery. It regularly hosts exhibitions of the most important Czech artists.
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QUEEN ANNE‘S SUMMER PALACE
This was commissioned by Emperor Ferdinand I (1503–564) for his wife Anne of Jagiellon in
1538 – 1563 on the design of architect Paolo della Stella. It was completed by architect Bonifác
Wohlmut. The Summer Palace, equipped with an arcade walkway and Ionic columns around its entire
periphery, is one of the first Renaissance buildings in Bohemia. It wasn‘t intended for permanent
residence but mostly served for holding various types of celebrations. Near the palace, or perhaps directly
from it, the famous Danish astronomer Tycho Brahe (1546–1601) carried out his astronomical observations under the service of Rudolf II.

If we still have enough power and time,
we shouldn’t leave out a visit to the Royal
Gardens which conceal the lovely summerhouse of Queen Anne [13], often
called the Belvedere. This is considered to
be the purest building of the Renaissance
outside Italy. A singing fountain stands
in front of it in park .
▪

Did you know
that…

The former monastery of the Benedictine
nuns on the third court, the towers of Saint
George’s Basilica in the background

The Singing Fountain in front of Queen
Anne‘s Summer Palace is fully entitled to its
name? If you press your ear to the bottom
of the large bowl of the fountain, the falling
water will “sing” an “A” tone. This bronze
work of art weighs over 5 tons, is made of
two bowls placed above each other, and was
cast in 1568 by bell-maker Tomáš Jaroš.
The sad fact of the story is that Jaroš never
received the full payment for his work, and he
didn‘t live to see the placement of the fountain in front of the palace.

HRADČANY

about 2 hours

Getting there: tram – Pražský hrad, Pohořelec,
Malostranské náměstí, metro – Malostranská,
Hradčanská
Standing on Hradčany Square, there are
several palaces to grab our attention. One of
the most interesting is the Archbishop’s Palace [1], Martinic Palace, and the Renaissance Schwarzenberg Palace [2], whose
entire facade is richly decorated with sgraffito. The palace looks as it did after the last
reconstruction in the middle 16th century
and now serves for exhibitions.
Go along Loretánská Street to reach the
Loreta [3], whose history reaches back to
1626. Its Baroque facade from 1720–1722
is the work of builder K. I. Dienzenhofer.
The entire complex of this former pilgrimage site consists of the Church of the
Lord’s Birth, Holy Hut (a replica of the chapel

The Rococo facade of the
Archbishop‘s Palace, originally Gryspek
Palace from the 16th century. The palace
was later rebuilt in the Renaissance style
and served as a residence for the Prague
archbishops. It is not open to the public.

Did you know
that…

5

Outside the normal bustle of tourism but not
far from Prague castle lies the “New World”,
with plenty of mysterious corners, small houses, and winding streets to create one of the
most picturesque neighborhoods in Prague.
Especially worth noting is the house U Zlatého noha (No. 76), where the Danish astronomer Tycho Brahe lived in about 1600,
or the house U Raka – a wooden structure
that you certainly wouldn’t expect to find in
Prague. Today it serves as a romantic hotel.

1

HRADČANY

14

3

The Loreto Bell Tower, the work of clockmaker Peter Neumann from 1695, is the largest device of
its type in Bohemia? It holds thirty bells (29 of them original), comes from Amsterdam and weighs
a total of 1.5 tons. The iron cylinder with pins that play the bells is connected to the clock mechanism
in the tower. Every hour on the hour, the tower plays for a whole minute. The bells can also be played
manually using a keyboard, turning the Loreto Bell Tower into a unique musical instrument.

in the Italian village of Loreto; the chapel
holds a replica of the house where the Virgin Mary was said to have lived in Nazareth),
cloisters, and a clock tower with its famous
carillon. Opposite the Loreta stands the
Černín Palace [4] with its early Baroque
monumental facade, now the office of the
Czech Ministry of Foreign Affairs.
Just a bit further from here is the vast
complex of the Strahov Monastery [6],
the oldest Premonstrate monastery in the
country. It was founded by king Vladislav II

in 1140. Its courtyard is home to the Baroque Premonstrate Church of the Assumption of the Virgin Mary, once a Romanesque
basilica. The church’s two towers are an
important part of the skyline to this part
of Prague. There is a library adjacent to the
church, which has served as a National Literature Museum.
From Strahov Monastery, we can head down
Strahovská Street towards Petřín [p. 21],
or continue with a tour of the Lesser Town,
known as Malá Strana [p. 17].
▪

6

6

MUSEUM OF CZECH LITERATURE IN STRAHOV
This museum gathers the most important historical items related to the evolution of literature
in Bohemia and to important figures in Czech literature. It was founded in 1952 as a National
Cultural Monument. The collection includes approximately six and a half million items, while
the Strahov Library contains about six hundred thousand volumes.
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MYSTERIA PRAGENSIA
– THE TWO MYSTERIOUS FACES
OF PRAGUE IN TWO MUSEUMS
You can never really get to know the mysterious face of Prague completely. You can live there
your whole life, wander its winding streets every
day, yet there’s always something that remains
secret in the hidden corners, the shadows of the
gas lamps, under the arches of bridges, and beneath the roofs of the towers. There are two museums, however, that offer you at least a glance
behind the shroud of Prague's secrets. Beneath
the mask of Prague's mysteries.
The Prague Ghosts and Legends Museum, near the Charles Bridge, brings visitors
into the endless world of Prague's legends
and their ghosts.
—
Mostecká 18, Prague 1
Tel.: +420 257 221 289

The house signs come from the time when
the houses didn‘t have numbers, but bore
the names of the owners or actual symbols.

MALÁ STRANA

about 3 hours

Getting there: tram – Malostranské náměstí,
metro – Malostranská

Slightly younger, the Museum of Alchemists and Magicians of Old Prague holds
an exhibition located directly in a house historically connected with the famous alchemist
Master Edward Kelley while he was in Prague.
—
Dům U Osla v kolébce
Jánský vršek 8, Prague 1
Tel.: +420 277 016 844
—

www.mysteriapragensia.cz

From Strahov Monastery, we’ll go down
the street named Úvoz to Nerudova Street
below the castle. This street used to be
a part of the Royal Coronation Route and
is made up of many picturesque Baroque
Houses, typically decorated with original and imaginative house signs. The best
known of them is probably the sign on the
house known as U Dvou slunců [1] (At the
Two Suns – No. 47), where the writer and
poet Jan Neruda (1834–1891) lived and
after whom the street is named.

Did you know
that…

2

During the Communist regime, the tower of
St. Nicholas Church was an observation
point for the secret police? Agents could
spy on the US, German, and other western
embassies from here. The facility is now open
to the public and now hosts an exhibition documenting the spying activities of the infamous
Communist State Security forces.

OUR TIP
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EXCLUSIVE 5D EXPERIENCE WITH THE AROMA OF SLIVOVITZ

Slivovitz is a refined alcoholic beverage that has been distilled especially in Central and Eastern
Europe for centuries. So typical is this beverage for Bohemia and Moravia that it can, in all seriousness, be called a national beverage and a valuable export product. The R. JELÍNEK Slivovitz
Museum offers you a unique chance to discover its story. You can look forward to interesting
screenings, real exhibits and an exclusive 5D VR experience. A new interactive exhibition will
provide you with an unforgettable experience from the world of manufacturing fruit spirits,
including the history of distilling in the town of Vizovice in the Wallachian region.

ST. NICHOLAS CHURCH
Built in several stages from 1704–1755 on the site of an original Gothic church from the 13th century.
It was designed by the famous architect Christoph Dientzenhofer and completed in High Baroque
style by his son Kilian Ignaz. The church‘s decorations are breathtaking and particularly valuable, especially the ceiling frescoes in the nave vaulting and in the dome, as well as the canvases displaying
the Passion cycle from the most important of Czech Baroque painters, Karel Škréta (1610–1674). The
ceiling of the dome, this “crown of Baroque Prague”, is a full 50 meters from the church floor. The church
organs were played on by W. A. Mozart himself during his sojourn in Prague.
Nerudova Street soon leads us to the
Malostranské Square. This square is
inextricably linked to what is probably
the most important Baroque architectural
monument in the country, the St. Nicholas
Church [2].

What awaits you?
• A 55-minute long
interactive tour
• Tasting of three
R. JELÍNEK products and
three Wallachian canapés

Try the complete assortment of the R. JELÍNEK liqueur company in a stylish bar with the
atmosphere of the modern-day Wallachian region. You can purchase all fruit spirits and
other Vizovice products such as genuine plum jam, plum tea, or dried plums in the pleasant
atmosphere of the R. JELÍNEK SHOP.
R. JELÍNEK SLIVOVITZ MUSEUM
Exclusive 5D experience with
the aroma of Slivovitz
U Lužického semináře 116, Prague 1
Tel.: +420 724 814 034
info@muzeumslivovice.cz
www.muzeumslivovice.cz

From the square, we can continue along
Mostecká Street down to Charles Bridge, or
we can extend our stroll and take a left onto
Tomášská Street. This gradually becomes
Valdštejnská Street and passes along
a palace bearing the same name (Wallenstein), now the site of the Czech Senate, and
ends at the entrance to the Wallenstein
Gardens [3] [p. 20].
After a stroll through the gardens, we
return to Malostranské Square. From here,
we can head down towards Charles Bridge
[p. 24], or we can stay on the Lesser Town
side of the Vltava River and take Karmelitská Street to Újezd, then head up Petřín
Hill [p. 21].

3

Peacocks in Wallenstein Garden
(the garden is freely accessible daily from April
to October, 10 am – 6 pm)

MALÁ STRANA

The Infant Jesus of Prague

4

PETŘÍN

While on Karmelitská Street, don’t forget
to visit the Church of Our Lady of Victory [4]. This is the oldest Baroque church
in Prague. It was built in 1611–1613 and
is mostly known for its wax sculpture of
the Infant Jesus of Prague, given to the
church in 1628 by Polyxena of Lobkowicz.
The church is also partially decorated with
paintings by Petr Brandl. The floor of the
church conceals a crypt from 1662 which
served as a Carmelite burial site. There are
walled graves here as well as mummified
remains of monks, some even in glass coffins. The area is closed to the public for hygienic and pious reasons.
▪

Wallenstein Palace

Ledeburg Palace
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PETŘÍN

about 2 hours

Getting there: tram – Újezd, Helichova,
funicular – Úvoz, Nebozízek
This 327 meter high hill is part of Malá
Strana and creates an imposing natural
dominant of the left bank of the Vltava. You
can easily get to the top using the funicular
railway [p. 22].
The top of Petřín is adorned with an iron
lookout tower [1] which was built in
1891 for the occasion of the Land Centennial Exhibition. Its elegant lightweight

METRO STATION ENTRANCE

M A LO S T R A N S K Á

A

Wallenstein Riding School

Kolovrat Palace

Pálfyov Palace
3

WALLENSTEIN PALACE, GARDEN AND RIDING SCHOOL
This Early Baroque palace complex was commissioned in 1624–1630 by Albrecht Wenzel Eusebius von Wallenstein (1583–1634). This aristocrat, possessing great wealth and power, wanted to use
his new opulent residence to compete with Prague Castle. The vast palace, 340 meters long and 172
meters wide, required the demolition of over twenty houses and several gardens. Several architects and
builders worked in succession, as well as many leading painters, sculptors, and other artists. The complex
also includes the Wallenstein Garden, built together with the palace and composed in Italian style.
On one end of the garden, the visitor will find the sala terrena, or garden hall, while the other side is
closed by a round pond with a small island. The garden is decorated by a number of statues (mostly
copies of works by Adriaen de Vries, the court painter and sculptor of Emperor Rudolf II), fountains, and
ornamental horticulture. Another important part of the complex is the Winter Riding School from 1630.
The building serves for exhibitions by the National Gallery today.

The “Hunger Wall” was commissioned from
1360 to 1362 by Charles IV. This fortification
wall, several kilometers long with battlements
Knížecíto Hradčany, was
- NaÚjezd
Praha
stretching
from
supposed to strengthen the city fortifications
on the southern and western side. Tradition
holds that the work was intended to provide
work to the poor.
Petřín Hill, with the Petřín observation tower in the background (63 m)
– the „Prague Eiffel Tower“ of 1891

1

PETŘÍN
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construction consists of riveted L-shaped
profiles, is 63.5 meters tall, and makes no
effort to deny its inspiration from the Eiffel
Tower in Paris, although it’s actually about
five times smaller in size.
Directly next to the lookout tower,
there is a popular mirror maze [2] with

The bronze memorial to the poet
Karel Hynek Mácha

4

a diorama of the battle between the
Prague citizens and the Swedes on the
Charles Bridge during the Thirty Years War.
At the edge of the charming Rose Garden,
the Petřín vegetation is highlighted by
three light domes of the Štefánik Observatory [3] from 1928, which now focuses
on popularizing astronomy.
There is an extensive structural and historical monument that will accompany us
on nearly every step of our stroll on Petřín
– the Hunger Wall.
Petřín is known for its many gardens
– we might mention the Lobkowicz, Kinský,
Strahov, and Seminary Gardens, just as examples. The atmosphere here is perfect for
romantic strolls and decorated with plenty
of statues. The best known is probably
the bronze memorial [4] to the poet Karel
Hynek Mácha (1810–1922) from J. V. Myslbek (1848–1922).
From the lowest funicular station, we
can take either Říční or Všehrdová Street
onto the riverside area of Malostranské
nábreží and turn left.
At the navigational locks of Legion Bridge
on Dětský Island, notice the bronze collection of female statues – they were created
in 1916 and represent allegories of the Vltava River and its 4 tributaries [5] – Lužnice,
Otava, Sázava and Berounka.
Soon we find ourselves on Kampa, a park
on a man-made island, divided from Malá
Strana by the Čertovka mill run. From here,
we can continue onwards to Charles Bridge.
▪

Did you know
that…

7

Petřín Hill Funicular is 510 meters long and can be entered at the bottom of the hill at the station
Újezd, reachable by tram. The first cars were pulled by a rope along the route Újezd – Nebozízek
– Petřín to a height of 130 meters in 1891. The funicular operates seasonally, from March to November.
www.dpp.cz

CHARLES BRIDGE
Dražického
nám.

about 1 hour

Did you know
that…

The spot behind the Charles Bridge, where
the Čertovka Creek washes the walls and
footings of the Kampa houses, is aptly called
“Prague’s Venice”. The picture shows the
millwheel of the former Velkopřevorský
mill, with the “bridge of love” in the background, its metal railings hung with perhaps
thousands of locks, each hung by lovers to
“lock” their relationship forever.

St. Nicholas Cathedral

Malá Strana Bridge Towers

St. Vitus Cathedral

Novotného
lávka

nábř
eží

Křižovn
nám.ické

Smet

▪

Na Kampě

architecture. It stands on the bridge’s last
pillar and is rich with sculpted detail. This
detail has given the tower the reputation
of being the most beautiful Gothic fortification tower in Central Europe. It was built at
the end of the 14th century from the plans
of Petr Parler, the first architect of both the
bridge and St. Vitus Cathedral.

Čertovka

Getting there: tram – Staroměstská, Karlovy lázně, metro – Staroměstská
Take the gate between the Malá Strana
bridge towers, or walk up the steps from
Kampa (see chapter on Petřín, [p. 21–22])
to find yourself on the stone Charles Bridge,
one of the best known symbols of Prague.
On the other side of the river, the bridge
ends with the Old Town Bridge Tower
[III], a true jewel of European Gothic
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STATUES AND SCULPTURES ENSEMBLES ON CHARLES BRIDGE
1 Holy Saviour, Cosmas, and Damian, 2 St. Wenceslas, 3 St. Vitus, 4 Saints John of Matha, Felix of
Valois, and Ivan, 5 St. Philip Benetius, 6 St. Adalbert, 7 St. Cajetan, 8 Dream of St. Luthgard, 9 St. Augustine, 10 St. Nicholas of Tolentino, 11 St. Jude Thaddeus, 12 Saints Vincent Ferrer and Procopius,
13 St. Anthony of Padua, 14 St. Francis of Assisi, 15 St. John of Nepomuk, 16 Saints Ludmila and
Wenceslas, 17 Saints Norbert, Wenceslas, and Sigismund, 18 St. Francis Borgia, 19 St. John the Baptist, 20 St. Christopher, 21 Saints Cyril and Methodius, 22 St. Francis Xavier, 23 St. Anne, 24 St. Joseph, 25 Holy Cross and Calvary, 26 Lamentation of Christ, 27 Madonna, Saints Dominic and Thomas
Aquinas, 28 Saints Barbara, Margaret, and Elizabeth, 29 Madonna attending to St. Bernard, 30 St. Ivo;
I. Malá Strana bridge towers, II. Liechtenstein Palace, III. Old Town bridge tower, IV. Church of St. Francis of Assisi, V. Čertovka

Castle

Vltava
The sixteen arches of Charles Bridge have joined both banks of the Vltava River since 1402. Work
began in 1357 under the patronage of Emperor Charles IV. Even though the bridge was originally named
“Prague” and “Stone” bridge, it has born the name of its founder since 1870. This was the only bridge in
Prague until 1841. It spans a length of over half a kilo-meter (516 meters between the bridge towers) and
is decorated by a unique ensemble of 30 Baroque statues and sculptors from the turn of the 17th and
18th centuries. There are 75 figures adorning the bridge. The best-known statue is perhaps the sculpture

of a pagan Turk guarding imprisoned Christians. This is the work of the famous F. M. Brokof. The most
valuable artistic work on the bridge is considered the sculpture ensemble of the Dream of St. Luthgard
from 1710 from Matthias Bernard Braun. When seen from above, it becomes clear that the bridge
actually changes direction three times. Its deck runs 13 meters above the Vltava River (during
regular currents), and its width averages around 9.5 meters. The bridge stands in roughly the same
place as its predecessor, the Judith Bridge, which was destroyed by a flood in 1342.
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STARÉ MĚSTO
OLD TOWN about 3 hours
Getting there: tram – Staroměstská, Karlovy
lázně, metro – Staroměstská
Just beyond the Old Town Bridge Tower [1], we find ourselves on the small but
picturesque Křižovnické Square. On the

Restaurant with Original Cuisine
and Atmosphere
The FOOD LAB restaurant is located on Kozí
plácek in the centre of Prague. This magical and peaceful square is located within a
three-minute walking distance from the Old
Town Square and yet, it is off the main tourist
routes. It is a square where the most prominent scientists and alchemists tried to discover the elixir of eternal life and endless love.

left side it’s bordered by the Church of
St. Francis of Assisi which boasts a massive
dominant 40 meter high Baroque dome.

Old Town Bridge Tower
Church of St. Francis of Assisi
Church of St. Salvator

FOOD LAB connects the tradition and
spirit of the past with creativity and modern
design. The result is an unforgettable experience pleasing the taste buds and charming
all the senses.

Astronomical Tower
Clementinum

• Restaurant (breakfast, lunch, dinner)
• Café
• Supervised kids’ playroom
• Piano lounge
HAŠTALSKÁ 749/4, 110 00 PRAGUE 1
TEL.: 420 257 310 713
RESERVATION@FOOD-LAB.CZ
WWW.FOOD-LAB.CZ

2

CLEMENTINUM
This is the second largest complex of buildings in Prague after Prague Castle. It covers about 2 hectares and was built by the Jesuits in 1653–1730 on the site of the former Dominican monastery. During the
period of the counter-reformation, the Clementinum was the main headquarters of the Jesuits in Bohemia.
There are several towers rising from the complex, the most renowned of which is the 68 meter Astronomical Tower from 1723, bearing a 2.5 meter tall lead statue of Atlantis holding a metal model of the solar
system. The greatest pride of the Clementinum is the Chapel of Mirrors and Baroque Library Hall with
its unique fresco decorations and several large valuable globes. The complex has been used by the National
Library for over 200 years.
www.klementinum.com
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The bronze statue of Charles IV bears allegories of the four university sciences and
was placed there in 1848 to commemorate
the 500th anniversary of the founding of
Charles University.
Opposite the tower bridge, the facade of
the Clementinum [2] [p. 27], the former
Jesuit College, faces the square.
After a few turns, Karlova Street takes us to
Malé Náměstí, unusual in its triangular layout. This area, originally known as the Little Market Square, is mostly known for its
Rott House which bears rich fresco decorations designed by Mikoláš Aleš. Most visitors
are also taken in by the fountain with its
magnificently-wrought Renaissance grating from 1560.
Just a bit further and the Old Town
Square opens up in front of you, the natural centre of this part of Prague. It covers
about 9,000 m2 and was already laid out
in the early 13th century. The entire area is
dominated by the Old Town Hall Tower
[3] with its renowned and admired Orloj
Astronomical Clock and two towers of the
Gothic Church of Our Lady before Týn [4].

Apostles
the statues of the 12
apostles come out
in a procession every
hour on the hour
Moon
it circles the dial in
27 days, 7 hours, 43
minutes, and 5 seconds
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Golden hand
and the Sun
circles the dial
in 24 hours, showing
old Czech and civic
(German) time
Death
with an hourglass,
reminding us
of the transience of life

Vanity
and the Miser
Turk
Zodiac
divided into 12 parts;
the sun circles
it once a year
Ortus
– sunrise
Aurora
– dawn

(p. 31)

Philosopher and
Archangel Michael

3

OLD TOWN HALL
This was founded in 1338 as the first town hall in Bohemia. The core of the town hall is the corner
3 was added in 1364. In 1458,
Gothic house with its decorated portal. A 69.5 meter rectangular tower
a memorable assembly convened at the town hall and elected George of Poděbrady (1420–1471) the
first “Hussite” king of Bohemia. The town hall burned down during the Prague Uprising of May 1945
due to cannon fire from German tanks, and it survived only miraculously. The tower and astronomical clock
were damaged, however, and the fire completely destroyed the Neo-Gothic wing of the town hall, which
was never repaired again.
(www.straromestskaradnice.cz)

Occasus
– sunset

Crepusculum
– twilight
Stargazer
and the Chronicler

Medieval symbol
of Prague

Larger circle
12 months
with symbols
of agricultural work

Church calendar
with the names
of 365 saints
and church holidays

Smaller circle
12 signs
of the zodiac

OLD TOWN (PRAGUE) ASTRONOMICAL CLOCK – ORLOJ
This is evidently the best preserved medieval astronomical clock in Europe. It was very likely put into
operation in 1410. It is based on a Medieval astronomical clock; the dial shows the date and time, but information on the motion and position of heavenly bodies can also be deducted, for example the phases of the
month, which constellation the sun is presently in, and so on. There were probably several engineers
who built the clock, the best known of whom is the clockmaker Mikuláš of Kadaň who constructed the
clock mechanism. The entire machinery was designed by mathematician and astronomer Jan Ondřejův
from Hradec Králové. Part of the sculpted decorations comes from the school of Petr Parléř.
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Old Town Hall
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House at the Stone Bell

CELETNÁ

—

The northern side of the square features
the secessionist Jan Hus Memorial from
1915. It was installed to commemorate the
500th anniversary of the burning of Jan Hus
at the stake.
On the corner of the square and Týnská
Street, notice house No. 605, known as the
Stone Bell House, originally from the first
half of the 14th century. The name comes
Prague Crossroads Church
from an actual stone bell set into its corVA
O
ner. Old photographs show the house with
L
R
A
K
a pseudo-baroque facade, but reconstruc—
tion work completed in 1988 restored its
Gothic appearance.
The Old Town Square was witness to
a number of important events in Czech
history, one of the most striking being the
House U Rotta
execution of 27 Czech aristocrats which
took place on June 21, 1621. This bloody
revenge wrought by the Habsburgs is commemorated by 27 crosses, marked in white
in the cobblestones as well as a memorial
Á
SK
plaque on the wall of the Town Hall.
ÉŘ
N
T
Up until 1918, the centre of the Old Town
PLA —
Square was highlighted by a 16-meter Marian Column, erected in 1652. Currently, it is
KAPROVA planned to erect a replica of the column.
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Monument of Jan Hus
Church of St. Nicholas
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Kinský Palace
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Týn Church

Church of St. Salvator
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4

CHURCH OF OUR LADY BEFORE TÝN
(Týn Church)
One of the most important churches in Prague.
This is a Gothic three-nave building on the
site of an earlier smaller Romanesque church
recorded as early as the 12th century. The church
was built from the middle 14th century and
completed about 160 years later. The dominant
feature of the church and the entire Old Town
Square is the twin 80 meter tall towers with
their eight-sided domes with walkways. A first
glance will already tell you that the southern
tower is a bit wider.
Each tower is decorated with four corner and
four installed ornamental turrets which give the
church its particular appearance.
Another element is the triangular Gothic gable
with pinnacles and a Baroque relief of the
Madonna.
The interior furnishings of the church are
largely Baroque, and there are several interesting tombstones, the best known of which
is of Tycho Brahe (1546–1601). This famous
Danish astronomer served the court of Emperor
Rudolf II and is buried directly in the Týn Church.
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1

ŽIDOVSKÉ MĚSTO
JEWISH QUARTER

about 2 hours

Getting there: tram – Staroměstská,
Právnická fakulta, metro – Staroměstská
From the Old Town Square [1], we continue on our tour of Prague down the
street called Pařížská třída. This luxurious boulevard leads to the Vltava River, but
we turn earlier onto Široká Street towards
the left. The next perpendicular street,
Maiselova Street will lead us to the most
important monuments of the Prague Jewish settlement.
The most important of them is the former
Jewish Town Hall [2] from the end of the
16th century with its 27.5 meter high tower.
The clock above the Town Hall’s main facade is a rarity, bearing a dial with Hebrew
numbers and which rotates in the opposite
direction.
Another building which survived the reconstruction of the Jewish Quarter at the
end of the 19th century is the Old New
Synagogue [3]. It comes from the later
13th century and is the oldest architectural
monument of its type not only in Prague,
but in all of Europe.
Jewish Town Hall on the corner
of Maiselova and Červená Streets

2

JEWISH QUARTER
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JEWISH QUARTER

Rudolfinum was the headquarters of the Czechoslovakian parliament in 1919–1941

The Great Hall at the Jewish cemetery

Did you know
that…

6

A world-unique location is the Old Jewish Cemetery [4] which holds roughly
12 thousand sandstone tombstones in a relatively small area. It was probably founded sometime in the early-middle 15th century and served for burials until 1787.
The Old Jewish Cemetery is directly next to the Industrial Art Museum [5], which
is located on the street named Třída 17. listopadu, or November 17th. This area on the
banks of the Vltava, known as the Rejdiště, is dominated by the Rudolfinum [6]
(House of Artists). This impressive Neo-Renaissance building from the 3rd quarter of
the 19th century is the work of architects Josef Zítek and Josef Schulz. Its facade creates the dominant edge of Jan Palach Square, and inside we can find the famous
Dvořák Concert Hall and other concert and exhibition spaces. This is also the home of
the Czech Philharmonic and Rudolfinum Gallery.
Leaving the busy traffic of November 17th Street, we reach Alšovo nábřeží, or the
Aleš embankment. This is a good place to relax on one of the benches for a while
and enjoy the view of the river with the arches of Charles Bridge and the castle panorama on the other embankment.

4

Given the limited space of the cemetery, the
dead were placed in layers above each
other over the centuries? The previous tombstones were not removed, but were always
raised and placed on the surface of the new
site. This explains the clustered tombstones,
the oldest of which is from 1439. The
best known historical figure buried here is
undoubtedly Jehuda Löw ben Becalel,
known as Rabbi Löw († 1609), who is said to
be the creator of the legendary Golem.
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▪

Old New Synagogue – its attic was
supposedly where the mythical
Golem was stored

3
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Praha
Masarykovo nádraží

NOVÉ MĚSTO
NEW TOWN about 3 hours

1

Getting there: tram – Karlovy lázně, Národní
divadlo, Jiráskovo nám., Palackého nám., Moráň,
Myslíkova, Výtoň, Albertov, metro – Staroměstská,
Karlovo nám.
From Křižovnické Square, we set off upstream
along the Vltava to Smetanovo nábřeží. This
soon opens up new breathtaking views onto
the towers and roofs of Malá Strana and the
majestic Castle above it. This view from Novotný Footbridge [1] is said to be one of the most
beautiful of Prague’s motifs.
The next destination on our walk along the Vltava
River, visible from far away, is the National Theatre [2]. By the way, we can enjoy the river “from

2

3

up close”– in the summer months on a romantic boat ride on boats rented on the way to
the theatre. The boat rental is where Národní
Street meets the embankment. On the south,
Národní Street borders the Old Town, while
Prague New Town established by King Charles
IV in 1348 is on the other side.
PRAHA
Národní třída would
normally lead us to
HLAVNÍ NÁDRAŽÍ
Wenceslas Square, but we’ll save a tour of
that for later and continue instead along the
embankment, now called Masarykovo. We’ll
eventually pass Slovanský Island [3], originally named Barvířský (Dyer’s) Island, then

named Žofín until 1918. The island formed
sometime at the turn of the 17th and 18th centuries and gradually became larger with the
growing sediments.
We’ll gradually come to a striking white
building standing on pillars in the Vltava River.
This is one of the masterpieces of modern
Czech architecture, the Mánes building of
the Association of Fine Artists [4] from 1930.
This stark functionalist block, reminiscent of
a bridge or a boat, is a pleasant display of the
fortunate symbiosis of historical and modern
architecture. Directly adjacent to Mánes is the
square stone tower with a dome – this is the
former New Town waterworks [4], also
known as Šítkovská Tower. It was built in 1489
and provided the fountains and homes in the
Prague New and Old Towns with water.
(p. 40)
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Did you know
that…

BOAT RENTAL
Prague Smíchov
Prague Old Town
Tel.: +420 739 000 022
info@pujcovnalodicek.cz
www.pujcovnalodicek.cz

Pujcovna lodicek

Rent a boat right in Prague...
...fishing boats, motor boats, even a cruise ship with
a grill.The boats are waiting here for you every day.
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The water tower of the New Town, although it‘s always full of water, was one of
the structures in Prague to be most often
damaged by fire? This paradox has a simple
explanation: in the winter, the water in the
tower‘s wooden pipes was always frozen. The
only way to thaw it out was with open fire, so
the chance of burning was actually very high.
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NATIONAL THEATRE
This is one of the most important buildings in the Czech Republic from a cultural-historical and
architectural perspective. A major part of its construction was financed from private collections.
The cornerstone was ceremonially laid in 1868, and the theatre was opened thirteen years later in 1881.
Its doors closed after 12 performances so that the work could be completed. During this work, however,
the building caught fire on 12 August 1881, evidently the work of arsonists who nearly completely
destroyed the theatre. The event gave rise to another nation-wide collection, so the necessary money
was soon gathered. The theatre was ceremonially re-opened on 18 November 1883 with Smetana‘s opera “Libuše”.
The Neo-Renaissance National Theatre building was designed by architect Josef Zítek and finished
after the fire by Josef Schulz. The interior decorations are the work of the most important Czech artists of the time – Mikoláš Aleš, František Ženíšek, Bohuslav Schnirch, Josef Václav Myslbek,
Josef Brožík and Julius Mařák. The efforts and sacrifice of the Czech nation in building the theatre
are captured on the curtain, painted by Vojtěch Hynais. This sentiment is also expressed in the words
“Národ sobě” above the curtain, or “The Nation unto Itself”.

Did you know
that…

8

The famous U Fleků brewery on Křemencová
Street is first mentioned in writing in 1499 – it
is consequently the only brewery in Central
Europe where beer has been brewed without
interruption for over 500 years. You can sit in
one of the eight halls or in the outdoor garden
in the shade of the chestnut tree.

WORLD OF FRANZ KAFKA

This exhibition is neither a museum,
a biography, nor an archive of the works
of one writer – Franz Kafka. The scope of
this exhibition reaches far beyond Kafka.

The most famous Czech writer, Kafka was full of
paradoxes and contrasts. His stories are set in the
world that we know, but which suddenly features
completely illogical elements. This style of writing
allowed him to show others the otherwise unexplainable phenomena of the mind, society and
the universe. And this is the very point at which
the exhibition picks up the thread of Franz Kafka.
“The threads of immeasurable forces that
have manipulated our lives ever since conception” – and it was Kafka, the most significant
writer, who alluded to these very forces between the lines of his texts. It is precisely these
forces that are paraphrased within the exhibition following the example of Franz Kafka.

The exhibition is divided into three parts:
You can discover the paradoxes in architecture, see the absurd paintings and the
projection of bizarre events that actually occurred in Prague.
“The exhibition is proof of the fact that our
world is a serious, maybe even a tragic place.
At the same time, however, it features traits of a
specific picturesqueness; it is incomprehensible
by words, just like the space between the letters
of Franz Kafka’s texts.”
Miroslav Joudal (1954–2018).

Franz Kafka Square, 110 00 Prague 1
franzkafkaworld.com
Žofín – concert venue and restaurant 3
on Slovanský Island; since it was formed
in 1837, it has been an important part
of Czech cultural and social life.
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At Jiráskovo Square we leave the riverside and go slightly uphill onto Resslová
Street. Here we can enjoy a view of another
important work of modern architecture, the
Dancing House [5] by architects Vlado
Milunič and Frank O. Gehry from 1996.
Resslova Street soon takes us to the
Orthodox Church of Saints Cyril and
Methodius. This Baroque building from
1730–1736 is the work of K. I. Dienzenhofer
and P. I. Bayer. Let’s stop for a moment at
the window to the church crypt. The bullet marks, still visible today, are reminiscent of the events of June 18, 1942, when
7 brave Czech parachutists fell to German
gunfire. They were hiding in the crypt after
two members of this group (J. Kubiš and
J. Gabčík) had assassinated the prominent
Nazi officer R. Heydrich nearly a month
early as part of the Anthropoid military
operation.
(p. 42)
Did you know
that…

5

Dancing House – inspired by the two dancers
Fred Aster and Ginger Rogers
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catch our attention. The first is the New
Town Hall [6] from the end of the 14th century with its square tower on the corner. The
dominant feature of the eastern side (the
longer upper side) of the square is the facade
of the Baroque Church of St. Ignatius from
1655–1677. The building of the former Jesuit
College next to the church serves as a hospital today.
There are many stories associated with
the Faust House [7] on the southern side
of the square (on the right when looking
up the square). This is a Renaissance palace, much older than the other buildings
of the New Town. It used to be owned by
a number of alchemists (the renowned
Edward Kelley, for one) who were brought
to Prague during the reign of Emperor Rudolf II. Their pseudo-scientific activities
were reminiscent of the famous German
alchemist Dr. Johann Georg Faust (probably
1480 to 1540) and are responsible for the
house’s name today.

A bit further on, Resslova Street ends on
Karlovo náměstí, or Charles Square. This
was formed as part of the establishment
of the New Town in 1348 and used for cattle markets, from where its original name
of Cattle Market comes. There are several
architecturally and historically valuable
buildings around the square which soon

Did you know
that…

NEW TOWN HALL
This is one of the most valuable works of architecture in Prague‘s New Town. Work began
on its construction in 1377, but its 70 meter tower is younger – it was built in 1452–1456. It was
here that in 1419, the first Prague Defenestration
set off the Hussite Revolution. The first floor
of the tower used to serve as a prison. The town
hall served administrative purposes until 1784.

6

The facade of the eastern wing of the town
hall (facing Vodičkova Street) holds the standard length known as the “Prague elbow”?
This Medieval measurement was established
in 1268 and measures exactly 59.14 cm.

▪

New Town waterworks
Jiráskův Bridge
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One of the legends associated with
Faust‘s House tells of how Mephistopheles flew directly through the ceiling
after Dr. Faust had sold him his soul.
The resulting hole could not be patched for
many years after. The ironic thing is that
after several centuries, the hole appeared
again – this time, from an Allied bomb that
fell directly on Faust‘s House on 14 February 1945. The bomb didn‘t explode; it just
broke through the roof and ceiling…
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VYŠEHRAD

1

about 3 hours

Getting there: tram – Výtoň, Albertov,
Ostrčilovo nám., metro – Vyšehrad

Vltava

2

3

4

From Charles Square, it’s not a long walk to
the memorable Vyšehrad. There are several
interesting stops along the way, however.
We’ll set off down Vyšehradská Street, immediately turning right and coming to the
former monastery of the Na Slovanech
Church. This is part of the Benedictine
Monastery, also known as Emauzy [1],
founded in 1347 by Charles IV. The church
originally had two squared towers, but they
were heavily damaged on 14 February
of 1945 during Allied bombings of Prague
(certainly not intentionally). During reconstruction work in 1953–1945, the vaulting
of the nave of the church was repaired and
the destroyed towers were replaced with
the modern facade consisting of two narrow concrete wings with gilded tips.
Take Podskalská Street or Pod Slovany, and
we come to a place known as Na Výtoni.

Vyšehrad

This is where a town quarter known as Podskalí used to be, a distinctive part of Prague.
It spread out along the right bank of the
Vltava River roughly between the site of
today’s bridges named Železniční (Railway)
and Palackého. The residents of Podskalí
were “water people” – woodcutters, icemen, and people who lived from rafting. At
the turn of the 19th and 20th centuries, the
quarter was mostly demolished and a high
flood wall was built to protect this part of
Prague from high water. One of the buildings that escaped demolition is the former customs house. Today this building
houses an exhibition of the Museum of the
City of Prague [2] devoted to the history of
Podskalí and wood rafting.
Now we come to the destination of our
stroll. This is Vyšehrad [3], a national cultural monument, as well as a mythical place

Did you know
that…

2

The interesting name of the site known as “Na
Výtoni” has a simple explanation? When log
rafts floated down the Vltava to Prague, the
customs officers in the Podskalí area took their
fee directly from the rafts, chopping out one
or several logs. Those who cut off the log were
called “výtoníci”, from the Czech word for
“cut off”. From here, the site name Výtoň or
Na Výtoni wasn‘t far off…

VYŠEHRAD
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VYŠEHRAD

associated with the dawn of the history of
the Czech nation and many myths and
legends.
The former Vyšehrad acropolis is accessible from many directions through one of
many gates. The oldest such gate is known
as Táborská and was built in 1655–1656.
A bit further stands an inner gate, the Leopold Gate. This Baroque classicist structure
by architect Carlo Luraga was probably
built in the second half of the 17th century.

VYŠEHRAD was originally a princely fortified settlement founded in the second half of the 10th century. It protected the town from the south side as well as watching over the Vltava as an important
transportation route. Its greatest period of prosperity and importance was in the third quarter of the 11th
century, when the prince and later first king of Bohemia Vratislav II chose it for his residence and
the center of the Bohemian nation. Even in later years, when the rulers of Bohemia were already living in
Prague Castle, the importance of Vyšehrad remained. Charles IV in particular was responsible for developing it. During the turbulent period of the Hussite Revolution, Vyšehrad was seized and destroyed by the
Hussites. It was rebuilt as a Baroque fortress in the middle 17th century, and became part of Prague
in 1883 as its sixth quarter. This was also when its church cemetery was transformed into the national
cemetery of the most important figures in Czech history.
CHURCH ST. PETER AND PAUL – for over a hundred years now, the symbol of Vyšehrad has been
the church of the apostolic saints Peter and Paul. It was founded in 1070 by Prince Vratislav II. The
original basilica was modified many times over the following centuries, and it lost its Romanesque appearance in a 13th century reconstruction. In 1903 the church was reconstructed in Neo-Gothic style
by architect Josef Mocker, resulting in the two towers in the facade. Today, these towers form the unmistakable and visible silhouette of Vyšehrad. From an architectural perspective, the church is three-nave
pseudo-basilica with chapels on its side naves. The complex Neo-Gothic design of its facade is also noteworthy. The church interior is richly painted and also holds adjacent naves, a presbytery, and side chapels.
3
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Heading towards it, we pass the remnants
of the former medieval gate called Špička,
once a dominant feature of this fortress.
It was built in the middle 14th century and
demolished at the end of the 17th century.
Today it houses the information centre.
On the right, not far from Leopold Gate,
we can see evidence of the times of
Vyšehrad’s greatest prosperity in the Romanesque Rotunda of St. Martin [4].
Even though it’s been reconstructed several
times, it’s still the most important remnant
of the era of the rule of Vratislav II (1061 to
1092), the first king of Bohemia. There are
a total of three rotundas to be found in all
of Prague (the others are the Romanesque
Churches of the Holy Cross and St. Longin),
while the St. Martin’s Rotunda is the oldest
of them.
An almost “obligatory” part of a visit to
Vyšehrad is its cemetery. It is flanked on
three sides by arcades, built in 1890–1898
by architect Antonín Wiehl. The cemetery
holds the tombs of the most important personages of Czech cultural, artistic, and political life. Architect Wiehl and sculptor Josef
Mauder are also the authors of the Vyšehrad
Slavín – the joint tomb of a wide array of
Czech poets, painters, sculptors, composers, and other famous artists. Since the end
of the 19th century, Vyšehrad has gradually
become the final resting place for nearly
600 important Czech personages.
▪

The Rotunda of St. Martin
is Vyšehrad‘s oldest structure
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1

Our TIP

VÁCLAVSKÉ SQUARE [1]
AND SURROUNDINGS

MUNICIPAL HOUSE

about 3 hours
Getting there: tram – Václavské nám.,
Jindřišská, Náměstí Republiky, metro – Muzeum,
Můstek, Náměstí Republiky
After looking around the square, this commercial and cultural centre of Prague,
we can turn off onto Jindřišská Street. At
the end of this street stands a magnificent
tower [2] with the same name, built in
1472–1476 and reconstructed at the end
of the 19th century by Josef Mocker. Its
interiors serve as a gallery while there is
a luxurious restaurant in the upper floor
which offers a nice view onto parts of

Prague. From Jindřišská Tower, we continue
along Senovážná Street and eventually walk
through the passage of the Czech National Bank [3]. This will bring us to Republic
Square (Náměstí Republiky), where the first
thing to catch our attention is surely the imposing 65-meter tall Powder Gate [4].
Directly adjacent to the Powder Gate is the
Municipal House [5], the most important
Secessionist monument in Prague. It stands
(p. 52)

Sculptor J. V. Myslbek (1848–1922)
worked on the statue of St. Wenceslas for
more than 30 years

The Art Nouveau Municipal House and the
Gothic Powder Tower appear to be good old friends
in an embrace that bridges not only Celetná Street
but also the centuries separating their construction.
It seems as if this magical place was predestined to
become a crossroads of the Bohemian past.
At the moment, the Municipal House hosts
a number of exhibits of leading artists, but mainly
it serves as a house of music, operated in one
of Prague’s largest halls – Smetana Hall. An
ingenious elevation “raises” the audience to an even
better view of the orchestra. Its main advantage,
however, is creating pleasant acoustics.
The Czech National Symphonic Orchestra
was established by trumpeter Jan Hasenöhrl in
1993. In addition to its own subscription concerts in
the Municipal House’s Smetana Hall, the orchestra
also records in its own Hostivař recording studio and
accompanies world-class stars of classical music
and jazz on global tours. Since 2005, the Czech
National Symphonic Orchestra has been organising
a summer festival called PRAGUE PROMS,
introducing renowned Czech and international
classical music and jazz artists to Prague music
audiences. The many stars that have shined at the
festival include the phenomenal Ennio Morricone,
sopranist Anna Netrebko, film score composer
Danny Elfman and jazz pianist Chick Corea.

Prague Proms 2020 in Municipal House
23. 6. –
25. 6. –
1. 7. –
2. 7. –
7. 7. –
14. 7. –

Vladimir Cosma in Concert
Famous Choir Scenes
Mnozil Brass
The World of Richard Dreyfuss
James Newton Howard Live in Concert
Hollywood Night

Tickets at www.pragueproms.cz

28th subscription season of the CNSO
30. 9. 2020 – concert I – Smetana, Dvořák
18. 11. 2020 – concert II – the Great Gatsby
15. 12. 2020 – concert III – Beethoven
20. 12. 2020 – Three Wishes for Cinderella
– film screening accompanied by the orchestra
21. 12. 2020 – Federico Fellini 100
20. 1. 2021 – concert IV – Mahler
17. 3. 2021 – concert V – Strauss
Tickets at www.cnso.cz
Subject to change.

The Estates Theatre

The House at The Black Mather of Got
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VÁCLAVSKÉ SQUARE
Rather than a town square, this is more like the largest and liveliest boulevard in Prague at 60 meters wide, 682 meters long, and rising slightly uphill from Můstek to the National Museum. It
is lined with shopping centers, modern palaces, banks, and luxurious hotels, but was originally a horse
market established by Emperor Charles IV in 1348. The name Václav, or Wenceslas (originally St. Václav), was first used in the revolutionary year of 1848. A rider statue of St. Wenceslas stood here
from 1860 but was later moved to Vyšehrad. The new rider statue of this patron of the Czech lands was
placed in the upper part of the square in 1912, created by the sculptor J. V. Myslbek (1848–1922). The
most important events that Václavské Square has witnessed include the proclamation of independent Czechoslovakia in 1918 as well as the demonstrations accompanying the Velvet Revolution
(which toppled the communist government) of November 1989, formed by hundreds of thousands of
people.
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NATIONAL MUSEUM – the unmistakable dominant feature of the upper part of Václavské Square
is the monumental Neo-Renaissance building which houses the most important Czech museum. The
building‘s author, inspired by French Classicism, was architect Josef Schulz. The facade is dominated by
a Pantheon with a dome – a monument dedicated to the important figures of the Czech nation. The
museum was also decorated by leading Czech artists whom we also find associated with the National
Theatre building – Bohuslav Schnirch, Antonín Wagner, Václav Brožík, František Ženíšek,
Julius Mařák, and more. The collection of the National Museum also contains an extensive library.
www.nm.cz
on the site of the former royal residence from
1380. It was built in 1905–1912, and its rich
decorations are the work of leading Czech
artists from the beginning of the 20th century. The pride of the Municipal House is the
Smetana Concert Hall which seats over 1200

2

Jindřišská Street – in the foreground
the church of St. Henry and St. Kunhuta

listeners. Opposite the Municipal House is the
facade of the U Hybernů House, originally
a Gothic church, later joined to the Franciscan
Monastery. The house was reconstructed
in Empire style at the beginning of the 19th
century. Past the Powder Gate, on Celetná
Street, the Royal Way begins [p. 58–60].
We’ll also take Celetná Street, but we
immediately turn left onto Ovocný trh,
a small square which used to serve for fruit
and vegetable markets. There are several
remarkable buildings to be noted on the
side of this triangular square. Immediately
on the edge, we can see a good example
of Czech Cubist architecture, the House at
the Black Mother of God [6].
On the other side of the square stands
the oldest university dormitory in Central
Europe, the Karolinum [7]. It consists of
several buildings joined together in various
architectural styles. The Karolinum houses
the administration of Charles University,
and its auditorium serves for ceremonies
today, mostly for graduation ceremonies.
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POWDER GATE
This high architectural work of Late Bohemian Gothic was built at the end of the 15th century by the
builder and mason Matthias Rejsek. The gate was part of the old town fortifications, but it probably
served more of a representative function than for defense – it formed a kind of counterbalance to the Old
Town Bridge Tower. The designation “powder” comes from the turn of the 17th and 18th centuries,
when gunpowder was stored here. There is a walkway at 44 meters which is accessible and offers
a nice view onto parts of Prague, while the inside of the tower is used for exhibitions.

Immediately next to the Karolinum
stands a theatre known today as the Stavovské or Estates Theatre [8], previously
named Hraběčí Nosticovo (Tylovo, before
1989). Its classicist building comes from

1781–1783 and was commissioned by the
Czech patriot Count Nostic-Rieneck. In
1878, this was where W. A. Mozart personally conducted his operas, the Marriage
of Figaro and Don Giovanni.
6

The House at the Black Mother of God
was built in 1911–1912 on the design of
architect Josef Gočár. It bears its name
from the small Baroque statue in the corner
of the building. It has housed a Museum of
Czech Cubism since 1994.
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PETRA MĚCHUROVÁ SALON

7

Over 18 marvellous years, that is since 2001, Petra has not
only developed a strong and recognised brand, but also
a team of excited and talented professionals who keep
blossoming under her leadership and achieving their own
success. They continue the unique style of the salon, shooting
collections, styling hair at fashion shows, successfully
taking part in hairdressing competitions and teaching and
sharing their knowledge. The Petra Měchurová Salon at
Králodvorská 12 is simply the place to go and confidently
place yourself in the hands of any of the professionals.

The core structure of the Karolinum is the
Rothlev House, the oldest part of which
is a bay of the chapel from roughly the 3rd
quarter of the 14th century

The street named Skořepka then leads
us to Bethlehem Square [9]. Before
we get there, however, we can walk
down Martinská Street to the original
Romanesque Church of St. Martin in

Petra is known as a perfectionist with a minimalist
approach. Each hair has its own place, each movement
has its own meaning. The result is perfect hairstyles.
Haircuts that suit you perfectly and are admired by all.
Colours applied with care and perfection. Hairstyles that
have style and a modern vision (flair).
Did you know
that…

Králodvorská 12, 110 00 Prague 1
Rezervace: +420 224 222 442

Petra Měchurová is one of the most famous Czech hairdressers and also one of the most successful. She is the first woman in the world to have received the prestigious international
award AIPP GRAND TROPHY. Her career is embellished by a number of precious trophies, great
hairdressing shows which have served as an inspiration to hairdressers all around the world, for instance in England, France, Brazil and Asia. We are the luckiest to have Petra open her salon right here
in Prague; in 2019, we celebrated its 18th anniversary. Petra ranks among successful Czechs of 2019.

www.petramechurova.cz

8

The Estates Theatre (Stavovské divadlo)
is the second scene of the National Theatre

The house known as the “Three Golden
Lions” (U Tří zlatých lvů, No. 420) on nearby
Uhelný Trh is associated with Wolfgang
Amadeus Mozart? The house belonged to
the composer F. X. Dušek and his wife, the
singer Josefina Dušková. Mozart lived here
in 1787.

the wall. Its interesting name reflects
the fact that the church, originally dating
back to the first half of the 12th century,
was built against the walls of the former
Old Town fortifications.
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Not far from the Uhelný trh
(Coal Market) and right next to
Wenceslas Square, the Gothic
Church of Our Lady of the
Snow [10] rises above the
surrounding buildings. In the
proper sense of the word, this
is only a presbytery of an originally planned church which was
founded together with the
Carmelite Monastery in 1347
by Charles IV. The church is
decorated with a number of artistic works, most by anonymous
painters, however. One exception
is the valuable painting by Wenzel Lorenz Reiner from 1725 on
the side altar of the Annunciation
of the Virgin Mary.
▪

BETHLEHEM CHAPEL
Bethlehem Square bears its name from the
chapel, built in 1391 by Jan Kříž and Hanuš from
Mühlheim. The chapel was
not designed for religious
services (it lacked a choir),
but was only supposed to
serve for sermons, exclusively in the Czech language. It
was conceived as a bare and
simple building of irregular layout, with the main
requirement being functionality and the possibility of holding as many attendees as possible.

9

It was reconstructed in 1548, then demolished in
1786 under Josef II. In 1950–1953, the chapel
was rebuilt according to its
original plans by the architect
Jaroslav Fragner. Today the
building is used by the Czech
Technical University in
Prague for ceremonial occasions. The Bethlehem Chapel
is closely associated with the
figure of the church reformer John Huss (Jan Hus, ca. 1370 – 6. 7. 1415),
who preached here from 1402 to 1413.

Did you know
that…

10

The Church of Our Lady of the
Snow, with its 39 meter high nave,
is the highest shrine in Prague?
It‘s even bigger than the vaults of the
St. Vitus Cathedral. The church was
supposed to be 100 meters long, but
it was never completed, mostly
due to the Hussite Wars. It finally
dilapidated so badly that the vaulting collapsed in 1566. It was finally
repaired in the beginning of the 17th
century due to the efforts of the Discalced Franciscan Order. The church
is also home to the highest altar
in Prague – it‘s 29 meters tall
and comes from 1651.
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ROYAL WAY

3 hours

The greatest treasures of old Prague
during a single stroll.

4

Křižovnické Square with Old Town bridge
tower (1380–1420)

You’d have a hard time finding this road on
a modern map of Prague – it was formed
by a route travelled by soon-to-be Czech
rulers just before their coronation in the Cathedral of
St. Vitus in Prague Castle. The route was first
travelled in 1438 by
the coronation procession of Albrecht
II of Habsburg, and
the last ruler was
Ferdinand V. Dobrotivý in 1836.
Processions began on the site of
today’s Republic
Square [1] in the
Old Town. This site
was not chosen
by accident – it
was the site of the
former Charles
Court (the site of
today’s Municipal
House
[p. 48],

which from the end of the 14th century served
as the residence of the Czech kings instead of
the cold and uncomfortable castle. The only
truly historical object that Republic Square
has preserved today is the Powder Gate [p. 53]
from the end of the 15th century.
Behind the Powder Gate, we find ourselves on Celetná Street, one of the oldest streets in Prague. Note the decorative
facades of a number of aristocratic palaces
and burgher houses here. Modern architecture is represented by the cubist House at
the Black Mother of God [p. 53] on the corner of Celetná Street and Ovocný trh.
After a while, Celetná Street leads us to
the Old Town Square [2] [p. 28], the
imaginary centre of all of Prague and the
site of many important events in Czech
history. The dominant features of the Old
Town Square are the Old Town Hall with
astronomical clock [p. 28, 29] and the twin
towers of the Church of Our Lady before
Týn [p. 32]. An important monument is the
Stone Bell House, and the Jan Hus Monument in the centre of the square is impossible to miss.
Following the block of houses that create the town hall and around the house

U Minuty, we eventually come to Malé
náměstí, or Small Square [3]. Notice the
well with the Renaissance wrought-iron
grating from 1560, evidently the oldest iron
grating in Prague, and the Rott House from
1890 with decorated facade.
From Malé náměstí (also known as Small
Market Square), the Royal Way continues
along Karlova Street to the embankment of the Vltava River. Before we get
there, we pass a number of outstanding
burgher and aristocratic houses (Three
pomegranates, Three angels, Golden fruit,
Golden well, and Blue pike, to name a few).
Before Křižovnické Square [4] [p. 27],
Karlova Street is bordered on one side by
a block of buildings joined to the Klementinum [p. 27] and on the other side by other
splendid buildings and palaces (Pötting,
Colloredo-Mansfeld).
Křižovnické Square is dominated by
the facade and dome of the Church of
St. Francis of Assisi and the richly decorated Gothic Old Town Bridge Tower
[p. 24, 27]. We’ll pass through it, just
like the Czech rulers did, onto Charles
Bridge [5] [p. 24, 25] which connects the
Old Town with Malá Strana. The Charles
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Bridge is one of Prague’s most important
architectural monuments and bears an
extraordinary decorative set of 30 Baroque
sculptures and sculpture arrangements.
On the other side, Charles Bridge ends
with the Malá Strana Twin Bridge Towers [6]. The smaller one used to be part of
the former Judith Bridge which was built
from 1172 to 1342 just a few dozen meters
downstream from Charles Bridge.
In Malá Strana, the Royal Way leads
up Mostecká Street to Malostranské

MUSEUMS, GALLERIES, EXHIBITS

Square [7] [p. 19]. This sloping area is divided into an upper and lower part, with the
Church of St. Nicholas [p. 19] and its adjacent
former Jesuit College dominating the centre.
The Church of St. Nicholas, built gradually
from 1704 to 1756, is one of the most important Baroque structures not only in the
Czech Republic, but in all of Europe.
From Malostranské Square, we continue uphill along picturesque Nerudova
Street [8]. This used to be the main route
through Malá Strana and connected Prague
Did you know
that…

5

Náprstek Museum
www.nm.cz
Betlémské náměstí 1, Prague 1
National Technical Museum (p. 70)
www.ntm.cz
Kostelní 42, Prague 7
Military History Institut (p. 68–69)
www.vhu.cz
Museum of Czech Literature
pamatniknarodnihopisemnictvi.cz
Strahovské nádvoří 1/132, Prague 1
Prague City Museum
www.muzeumprahy.cz

It was a well-known legend
that when the masons were
building Charles Bridge, they
added fresh eggs into the
mortar mix? Analyses of the
original mortar carried out during the general reconstruction
of the bridge between 2007
and 2010 did not support this
nice legend, however.

6

National Museum
www.nm.cz
Václavské náměstí 68, Prague 1
(temporarily at Vinohradská 1)

Prague Jewish Museum
www.jewishmuseum.cz
U Staré školy 1, Prague 1
Museum of Decorative Arts
www.upm.cz
17. listopadu 2, Prague 1

Castle [p. 7] with the fords across the Vltava
River and later with the stone bridge – first
Judith, then Charles Bridge. Nerudova
Street is sought out among visitors for its
specific atmosphere, and the preserved
house signs on a number of houses here are
very popular. The best known among them
is the house At the Two Suns, where the
poet and writer Jan Neruda (1834–1891)
lived, after whom the street is named.
At Hradčany [p. 13], Nerudova Street
changes names and becomes Úvoz. This is
where we turn onto the street named Ke
Hradu and walk up the Town Hall Steps, or
Radnické schody. Taking either the street
or the steps will lead you to Hradčanské
Square (the square before the castle) and
to Prague Castle [9] itself, the destination
of both the coronation processions and our
stroll through Prague.
▪

House at the Black Mother of God
www.czkubismus.cz
Ovocný trh 19, Prague 1
(Museum of Cubism)
Railroad Kingdom
www.kralovstvi-zeleznic.cz
Stroupežnického 23, Prague 5
(Centrum Anděl City)
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National Gallery
www.ngprague.cz
Individual exhibitions:
Convent of St. Agnes of Bohemia
U Milosrdných 17, Prague 1
Sternberg Palace
Hradčanské náměstí 15, Prague 1
Schwarzenberg Palace
Hradčanské náměstí 2, Prague 1
Salm Palace
Hradčanské náměstí 2, Prague 1
Trade Fair Palace
Dukelských hrdinů 47, Prague 7
Kinský Palace
Staroměstské náměstí 12, Prague 1
Rudolfinum Gallery
www.galerierudolfinum.cz
Alšovo nábřeží 12, Prague 1
Prague Castle Picture Gallery
www.hrad.cz
Pražský hrad, Prague 1
(Pictures from the collection of Emperor Rudolf II)
Prague Castle Riding School
www.hrad.cz
Pražský hrad, Prague 1
Marold’s Panorama Battle of Lipany
www.vystavistepraha.eu
Výstaviště Praha Holešovice, Prague 7
Botanical Gardens
www.botanicka.cz
Trojská 800/196, Prague 7
Botanical Garden UK
www.bz-uk.cz
Na Slupi 16, Prague 2
The Prague zoological garden
www.zoopraha.cz
U Trojského zámku 120/3, Prague 7
▪

Antonín Dvořák Museum (Villa America), Ke Karlovu 120, Prague 2
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Žižkov TV transmitter (216 m)

NEW PRAGUE
Several more Prague districts
have become part of the capital
city during the recent past.

North of Hradčany and Prague Castle lies the
Dejvice district. Towards the east, Dejvice
connects to Bubeneč. From here, the large
royal game park Stromovka stretches out. The
eastern side of Stromovka Park is closed in
by the Prague Exhibition Grounds. From

the north, Stromovka is closed in by the
Vltava River, by Holešovice from the east,
and by a narrow strip of house blocks from
the south that separate it from Letná.
In the 1950’s, the Letná Tunnel was built
beneath Letná, now connecting it with
the Old Town. Between the Exhibition
Grounds and the eastern edge of Letná
Park, a boundary separates Letná from
Holešovice. The Neo-Renaissance and Art
Nouveau buildings here are complemented by such functionalist pearls such as the
Trade Fair Palace.

Prague Exhibition Grounds

Holešovice, Letná, and Stromovka are encircled by the Vltava, making them a bit of a peninsula.
To the north of this peninsula lies Troja. In the hillside above the Troja castle, the Botanical
Garden spreads out, while next to the castle lies the 58-hectare area of Prague’s Zoological
Garden. In 1817, the suburb of Karlín was founded quite deliberately. The wooded hill of Žižkov
runs along the south side of Karlín, and a neighborhood of the same name lies beneath its
southern slopes and spreads southwards into Vinohrady. In 1680, a plague cemetery was built
under the memorable Vítkov cemetery, which became the main Prague cemetery from 1784.

Modern Karlín

OUR TIP
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Our TIP

STADIUM TOUR
AND SLAVIA MUSEUM
Experience the story of the Slavia star!
Eleven locations, eleven unique red-andwhite experiences! Fully enjoy a visit to the
legendary Eden – home stadium of the
oldest Czech football club. Take a peek into
the dressing room where the stars of Barcelona, Borussia Dortmund and Chelsea
got ready for matches, take in a view of
the field from a Slavia player’s perspective
from the bench, discover the press zone and
player interview area, and enjoy the view of
the pitch and facilities from the top floor of
the stadium.

STADIUM TOUR
AND SLAVIA MUSEUM
U Slavie 1540/2a
100 00 Prague 10 - Vršovice
en.slavia.cz/museum.asp

Our TIP

DOX
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FÜR
DOX CENTRE
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FOR
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ZEITGENÖSSISCHE
CONTEMPORARY ART
ART
KUNST DOX

The Stadium Tour also includes a visit to the biggest football museum in the Czech Republic. The
exhibition premises are located on two floors, and
the gallery of unique football shirts reaches up to the
fourth floor of the most modern football stadium in
the Czech Republic. The Slavia Museum, covering the
area of over 1,200 m2 has over 1,200 items on
display. Dozens of videowalls show unique photographs, videos and documentary films. The Museum
and Stadium Tour does not only leave you with a
unique experience, but also with a free customised
photograph from a photo booth.
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PRAGUE ZOO
A colorful collection of animals from all over
the world, extraordinary natural scenery, and
captivating views of Prague – all this is only
seven kilometers from the center of the Czech
capital. It’s no wonder that the Prague Zoo has
held the top rankings of one the world’s most
popular zoos for several years! It was opened
in 1931 amidst a unique rugged landscape on
the banks of the Vltava River. Today, this is the
third most visited tourist destination in the
Czech Republic while at the same time being
the most visited zoo in the Czech Republic with
more than 1.4 million visitors every year.

The zoo complex features 13 unique pavilions on grounds covering 58 hectares and is
home to more than 5,000 animals representing 676 species. A trip to the Prague Zoo is a
very popular program among Czech families
as well as tourists from all over the world. All
our visitors have fun learning, and the kids
will really have a good time here – the zoo
also includes a huge playground at the Bororo
Reserve with a 12-meter climbing frame, a
cable car between the upper and lower parts
of the zoo, a children’s train, a paddling pool,
and a petting zoo where the kids can touch
the animals.
There is also a rich program of events prepared in the zoo throughout the year to liven
up your visit to the animals. Commented feeding times and meetings with popular animals
are regularly held, for example, accompanied
by engaging stories. There are special courses
in which you can create various gifts for the
animals and then watch them play with them,
or you can even make an unusual souvenir –
handmade paper made of elephant dung at
the Zoo’s Paper Mill!
▪

Our TIP

Be sure to visit the BB Centrum in Prague 4
while in Prague. If you are a fan of modern architecture and active relaxation, pay a visit to this
full-fledged city district. With an area of 25 ha, it
offers two large parks, safe sports and children’s
playgrounds, water features and a pleasant sitting area on central Brumlovka Square. The area
also offers rich amenities in the form of shops,
restaurants and other services. Art lovers, pay attention! Don’t miss out on the chance to see the
“Beetle”, a new kinetic sculpture by David Černý
in the form of the legendary Porsche 911, now
a welcome feature at the BB Centrum.

www.bbcentrum.cz
www.passerinvest.cz
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MILITARY HISTORICAL INSTITUTE
OF PRAGUE
The museum, research, and library facility of
the Ministry of Defense of the Czech Republic.
It includes the Žižkov Army Museum, the Kbely

Aircraft Museum, the Lešany Military Technical
Museum, and other external exhibition spaces.
Did you know
that…

The museum holds several thematic
events each year where military equipment can be seen in motion.

Our TIP

NATIONAL MEMORIAL
TO THE HEROES
OF THE HEYDRICH TERROR
Orthodox church of Ss. Cyril and Methodius
Resslova 9a, Prague 2
The site of refuge and the last fight of the members of the Czechoslovak foreign resistance who
assassinated Reich Protector Reinhard Heydrich
on May 27, 1942. The fight of the paratroopers,
outnumbered by the Nazi occupiers, culminated
in the Church of St. Cyril and Methodius on June
18, 1942. Today, the crypt of the church and in
the room in front of it house an exceptionally
moving exhibition describing the fate of these
brave Czechoslovak soldiers.
Opening times:
daily except Monday:
from 9 am to 5 pm,
free entry.
Public transport access:
metro B «Karlovo náměstí
tram: «Karlovo náměstí
tram: «Jiráskovo náměstí

Our TIP

Lešany u Týnce nad Sázavou

LEŠANY MILITARY TECHNOLOGY Tel.: +420 973 296 161, 973 204 951
MUSEUM
Open in the season, June and September
The exhibition consists of more than 700
historical tanks, cannons, motorcycles, and
armored, freight, and personal military vehicles
from 1890 to the present.

only on weekends: from 9:30 to 17:30, July and August
every day except Mondays: from 9:30 to 17:30

FREE entry.

www.vhu.cz

External exhibition spaces
Our TIP

KBELY AIR MUSEUM

The exhibition is directly related to the
history of Czechoslovakia and Czech aviation,
especially military. A number of aircraft are
unique in the world.
Did you know
that…

The Kbely exhibit also includes the Staré
Aerovka complex in Letňany, where unique
historical airplanes are also displayed.
Mladoboleslavská, Prague 9 – Kbely
Tel.: +420 973 207 500, 973 204 951
Open in the season, May to October, every
day except Mondays: from 10:00 to 18:00.
FREE entry. www.vhu.cz

Castle Guard Museum
– Prague 1, Prague Castle
The Mihulka Powder Tower is
home to an exhibition devoted to
the development of Czech military
units guarding Prague Castle from
the earliest times to the present.
ŽIŽKOV ARMY MUSEUM
The museum is closed for the long
term due to planned reconstruction.

OUR TIP
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T H E AT R E S A N D C O N C E R T H A L L S – R E S TA U R A N T S , B E E R H A L L S , & C A F É S

THEATRES AND CONCERT HALLS
Národní divadlo (p. 38)
Národní 2, Prague 1, tel.: +420 224 901 448
Laterna magika (p. 39)
Národní 4, Prague 1, tel.: +420 224 901 417
Vinohrady Theatre
nám. Míru 7, Prague 2, tel.: +420 224 257 601
Spejbl & Hurvínek Theatre
Dejvická 38, Prague 6, tel.: +420 224 316 784
Musical Theatre Karlín
5. května 65, Prague 4, tel.: +420 221 868 666

Our TIP

Prague State Opera
Legerova 75, Prague 1, tel.: +420 731 505 427

THE NATIONAL TECHNICAL MUSEUM,
founded in 1908, is the largest Czech institution specialized in museum collections of
a technical character. Since 2013, when the
museum was opened after the building’s reconstruction, visitors can view permanent exhibitions devoted to the history of technology,
short-term exhibitions, and accompanying
programs. The Museum’s collections include
objects of global importance.
The National Technical Museum
Kostelní 42, 170 78 Praha 7
Open: Tuesday to Sunday
and public holidays 9 am – 6 pm
tel. +420 220 399 111
e-mail: info@ntm.cz
www.ntm.cz
The Renaissance sextant of
Jost Bürgi is part of the Museum’s
unique astronomical collection.
The same sextant was likely used
by Johannes Kepler to explore the
movement of the planets.

There are a number of valuable cars in the Transportation
exhibition, such as the Mercedes‑Benz W154 racing
car which was raced by Rudolf Caracciolao before the
Second World War.

Estates Theatre
Ovocný trh 1, Prague 1, tel.: +420 224 901 448
Semafor
Dejvická 27, Prague 6, tel.: +420 233 901 384
Jára Cimrman Theatre in Žižkov
Štítného 5, Prague 3, tel.: +420 222 780 396

THE BEST KNOWN RESTAURANTS,
BEER HALLS, & CAFÉS
U Fleků Brewery (p. 38)
Traditional Prague beer hall and restaurant
Křemencova 11, Prague 1
U Pinkasů
Restaurant with the most beautiful
outdoor seating in Prague.
Jungmannovo nám. 15/16, Prague 1
U Šuterů
Palackého 4, Prague 1
Restaurant U Kalicha
Na Bojišti 12–14, Prague 2 – Vinohrady
U Zlatého tygra (golden Tiger)
Plzeň Beer Hall
Husova 228/17, Prague 1
Slavia Café
Traditional café in the heart of Prague,
formerly favoured and sought out by
many artists, especially writers.
Smetanovo nábřeží 1012, Prague 1

Our TIP
TAKE ON A HURRICANE!
FEEL WHAT IT MEANS TO FLY IN A TUNNEL
IN WIND SPEEDS UP TO 270 KM/H!

Permanent exhibitions

• Architecture, Civil Engineering,
and Design
• Astronomy
• Transportation
• Photographic Studio
• Mining
• Metallurgy
• Chemistry around Us
• Intercamera
• Time Measurement
• Printing
• Fun Technology
• Household Technology
• TV Studio
• Coal and Ore Mine
• Mercury Playroom

THE HURRICANE FACTORY PRAGUE
Is the only wind tunnel in the Czech Republic. In
a glass flight chamber with a diameter 4.3 m and
total height of an incredible 14 meters, air flows at
speeds up to 270 km/h, which is the speed of true
hurricane. Flying in the wind tunnel is intended for
all physically healthy people from 5 years of age.
The prague hurricane factory also contains an
unconventional restaurant with a view of
the flight chamber and conference room.
Open:
Mon–Sun: 9:00 a.m .to 9:00 p.m.

Hurricane Factory Prague
Tupolevova 736
199 00 Prague 9 – Letňany
Tel.: +420 739 473 321
recepce@hurricanefactory.com
www.hurricanefactory.com
www.facebook.com/HFprague/
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Welcome, visitor!
Welcome, visitor!

Now that you are in Prague, you want to make the most of your
stay – and Prague City Tourism is here to make it happen.
Now that
in Prague,
want
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theormost
Whether
you you
needare
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want you
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thetocity
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stay book
– andaPrague
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Whether
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want to buy the city card or event
expert
staff you
will gladly
assist you.
tickets, book a guided tour, or pick up our free maps and
brochures, stop by any of our information centres and our
expert staff will gladly assist
you. City Tourism information
Prague
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Prague
City
Tourism
• Na
Můstku,
Rytířská
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12
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• Old Town Hall, Old Town Square No. 1
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Town Hall,booth)
Old Town Square No. 1
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(terminals 1 and 2)
We are open every day of the week.

Do you like this picture?
Do you like this picture?

You can take one just like it! The tower of the spectacular Old
Town Hall, where this picture was taken, is open every day of the
week until 10 p.m.
You can take one just like it! The tower of the spectacular Old
picture
was
taken, interiors,
is open every
day the
of the
YouTown
can Hall,
also where
tour thethis
Town
Hall’s
valuable
including
week until
10 p.m.in the underground. See where Prague history
medieval
dungeon
was made!
You can also tour the Town Hall’s valuable interiors, including the
the underground.
where
Notmedieval
a fan ofdungeon
waiting inin line?
Buy a mobile See
ticket
at Prague history
was made!
prague.mobiletickets.cz
and skip all lines.
Not a fan of waiting in line? Buy a mobile ticket at
prague.mobiletickets.cz and skip all lines.

Find all your Prague information at

prague.eu

Find all your Prague information at

prague.eu
prague.eu
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Our TIP

THE ALEŠ
SOUTH BOHEMIAN GALLERY

Our TIP

TÁBOR CELEBRATES 600 YEARS
The story of a city named after a biblical mountain in Galilee has been told for
600 years. It all began in the spring of 1420,
when the Hussites chose a promontory above
the Lužnice River to build a town where all
would be equal. Stroll through a labyrinth of

small alleys, discover picturesque secluded
places standing in contrast to the rawness of
the city walls – a reminder of the city’s Hussite past. Discover Tábor from up high and
from the depths of the underground; uncover
its history while enjoying its modern-day life.
The city has also planned a number of cultural events, and we truly hope that at least
some of them will take place, especially the
street theatre festival Comedians in the
Streets (July 31 – August 2), and Tábor
Meetings (September 11–13) with costume parades, a festive ceremony, knight
fights and concerts in the open air. Check the
updates on our website and come and celebrate 600 years on the mountain of Tábor!

TÁBOR INFORMATION CENTRE
Žižkovo náměstí 2, Tábor 390 01
Tel.: +420 381 486 230
infocentrum@mutabor.cz
www.visittabor.eu/600let

This is the only art museum in the South
Bohemian Region and is one of the five largest institutions of its kind in the Czech Republic.
It houses artworks from the 13th century up to
the present, and its collection makes it one of
the most important Czech institutions. It
has been in operation since 1953 and is named
after the famous South Bohemian native, painter
and illustrator Mikoláš Aleš (1852–1913). Since
1956, the Neogothic Riding Hall of the Hluboká
Castle has been the gallery’s main headquarters,
housing the museum’s permanent exhibition as
well as other primary exhibition projects, mostly
presented during the summer season.

Visitors can choose from a wide selection of
professional and popular exhibitions,
presenting their own collections and projects
created in cooperation with external curators
as well as other galleries and private entities.
Exhibitions of the Aleš Gallery are topped off
by a rich accompanying program featuring guided tours, lectures, concerts, and film
screenings.

Aleš South Bohemian Gallery –
Castle Riding School
373 41 Hluboká nad Vltavou 144
Tel.: +420 387 967 120
office@ajg.cz
Aleš South Bohemian Gallery –
International Museum of Ceramics
Zámek čp. 135, 391 65 Bechyně
Tel.: +420 381 213 092
office@ajg.cz
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Our TIP
(170 km from Prague)

SOLE FELSEN WELT GMÜND/
LOWER AUSTRIA
In the beautiful salt baths of Sole Felsen
Bad, you’ll spend more than simply a day of
wellness. Beneath an impressive wavy roof of
the swimming and sauna worlds overlooking
the idyllic Asangteich pond, guests relax in the
beneficial, health-promoting salt waters of
“Bad Ischler”. A special experience for each
season and every day!
Sport-oriented guests can participate in
free water gymnastics or swim in the
25-meter sports pool.
Children will enjoy the slides, wading pool,
and the thrilling wild streams. And when it
gets dark, everyone loves the music laser
show in the swimming world, held every day
(only in the winter months).
In the sauna paradise, your relaxation is
our first priority. Every half hour, enjoy a variety
of fragrant infusions and sauna rituals. In addition to the pleasant sauna bar, three indoor
and three outdoor saunas, guests can discover
the magical sauna garden with its beautiful meadow with lounge chairs right by the

Sole Felsen Welt
Betriebsführungs GmbH
Albrechtser Str. 12, A-3950 Gmünd
Tel. +43 2852 20 20 30
bad@solefelsenwelt.at
Sole Felsen Hotel ****
Betriebsführungs GmbH
Albrechtser Straße 14, A-3950 Gmünd
Tel. +43 2852 20 203 203
hotel@solefelsenwelt.at

Asangteich pond, where you can either simply relax and even have a swim. A visit to the
Felsen-Hamam steam cave or to the infrared cabin closes out the end of a perfect day.
If you’re longing for a longer rest, you’ll
be warmly welcomed in our adjacent Sole
Felsen Hotel ****! A perfect holiday here
begins with a varied buffet breakfast and ends
privately either in the beautiful new winter
garden or with a delicious cocktail at the hotel
bar. In the meantime, you can relax, rest and
recover.

www.solefelsenwelt.at

• PLÁN METRA • MAP OF THE METRO • METRO-NETZPLAN
• PIANTA DELLA METROPOLITANA • PLANO DEL METRO
• LAN DU MÉTRO • PLAN METRA • ПЛАН МЕТРО
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Letiště Ruzyně (Airport)
www.prg.aero
TEL.: +420 220 111 888

Kobylisy

á
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SMS Ticket

It can be purchased whenever a mobile phone can be used
Send a message as follows:
DPT32
DPT24
DPT110
DPT310

(90 minutes for 32 Kč)
(30 minutes for 24 Kč)
(24 hours for 110 Kč)
(72 hours for 310 Kč)

Number: 902 06

www.dpp.cz
http://spojeni.dpp.cz
TEL.: +420 296 19 18 17
(daily 7.00 –21.00)
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1/ Prague Castle
2/ St. Vitus Cathedral
3/ St. George‘s Basilica
4/ Ballroom
5/ Dalibor Tower
6/ Queen Anne‘s Summer Palace
7/ St. Nicholas Church
8/ Fürstenberská Garden
9/ Wallenstein Palace
10/ Valdštejnská Garden
11/ Malá Strana Bridge Towers
12/ Lichtenštejnský Palace

13/ Charles Bridge
14/ Old Town Bridge Tower
15/ Church of St. Francis of Assisi
16/ Mánes Bridge
17/ Church of St. Salvator
18/ Clementinum
19/ Church of St. Anna
20/ Bethlehem Chapel
21/ Church of St. Jiljí
22/ Old Castle Steps
23/ Old Town Water Tower
24/ Old Town Square

112 EMERGENCY CALL
155 Medical Aid
150 Fire Brigade

www.prague.eu
www.hrad.cz
www.ngprague.cz
www.visitpraha.cz

158 Police
156 City Police
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